Supplement 5 to the Network Statement 2019

ProRail has adopted the following supplements and/or amendments to the Network Statement 2019, in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 1.6 of this Network Statement.

1 Procedure for exemption from language level (B1) for drivers on cross-border route sections

I. In Chapter 2.4 'Operational Conditions' the following sentence is added under the heading 'Language':

"On the Enschede - Enschede Border route section, the working language is German, as defined in the document 'Supplementary agreement on local particularities for the Gronau - Enschede cross-border route section'.

II. In Chapter 2.8 'Requirements with regard to business operations and personnel', the following text is added after the paragraph between blue triangles under the heading 'Regulations to be agreed upon':

"For certain cross-border route sections an exemption can be granted with regard to the language level that needs to be spoken, provided that the 'Procedure for the exemption of language level (B1) for drivers on cross-border route sections' is followed. This procedure is available for consultation on the Logistics Portal of ProRail."
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